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PROPOSAL: IMPORTED PRODUCT DESIGNATED (LABELED /CERTIFIED) FOR INTENDED USE 
(e.g. READY TO EAT (RTE) PRODUCTS, INTACT PRODUCTS OR FOR COOKING ONLY) AND OTHER PROPOSALS

Issue:  Should FSIS allow imported raw products not to be assigned microbial testing type of inspection at the import establishment if the designated intended use is identified, labeled properly and the transport of these products is by a controlled movement between the import establishment and the approved USDA establishment that administers a lethality treatment?  

9 CFR 325.7 allows for transport of domestic meat products, passed with restrictions, between official establishments for further processing. Establishments that produce untested products or products found negative for E. coli O157:H7 or other adulterants may be label the product based on the intended use. The product is then sent to another establishment, which has controls in place that ensure that the product that administers a lethality treatment (i.e. cooking). 

FSIS policy provides that In Plant Personnel (IPP) may not sample product that the establishment intends for use in intact or ready-to-eat product, or product that will receive other full lethality treatment at another federally inspected establishment. http://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/wcm/connect/c100dd64-e2e7-408a-8b27-ebb378959071/10010.1.pdf?MOD=AJPERES" http://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/wcm/connect/c100dd64-e2e7-408a-8b27-ebb378959071/10010.1.pdf?MOD=AJPERES .

Proposal:  Mullica Hill – Agro, working with importers, the North American Meat Institute (NAMI), The Meat Import Council of America (MICA) are proposing a pilot project related to products identified as “FOR FURTHER PROCESSING”, when such products are labeled and certified as “INTENDED USE - PRODUCT IS FOR USE IN: 1) READY TO EAT (RTE) PRODUCTS, or 2) INTACT PRODUCTS or 3) FOR PROCESSING /COOKING.”

Domestically product labeled "for cooking only" or that has a designated intended use may move to an establishment that cooks product to a point that eliminates E. coli O157:H7 to an undetectable level. Domestic establishments can only place these statements on products for use at official establishments when the Labeling and Program Delivery Division (LPDD) approves the use of instructional labeling statements. LPDD specifies that establishments can only use such statements on products that are destined for official cooking establishments. 

If the establishment places a statement identifying the products intended use and ships it to outside the establishment, FSIS verifies that the shipping establishment has controls in place to ensure that the product goes only to the designated establishment that cooks the product. 

FSIS should expand the “Intended Use” approval to certain imported products;

	The following products identified “For Further Processing” should be permitted to have controlled movement from the Import Establishment to the Final Establishment when not tested in the foreign country of origin;


	Imported beef products,
	Imported fresh poultry products, and 
	Imported cooked beef. 


	Foreign countries will certify the product as “For Further Processing – Intended Use ………”


	The product must be labeled as “For Further Processing – Intended use…………..”


	The importer of record or its designee must identify in a letter where the products final movement/location/destination will be upon presentation in the U.S.


	At the export establishment the shipment will be sealed and upon presentation at the import establishment the seal will be recorded and shipment tracked via PHIS.


NOTE: Any products testing positive for a microbial adulterant in the foreign country or at port of entry would not permitted to go for cooking (Refused entry and re-exported/or destroyed). 

Supporting Q and A

1)  Would imported products be permitted to bear the mark of inspection after entry into the United States? 

When domestic raw ground beef or beef trim bears an approved label with an instructional statement has not been tested for E. coli O157:H7 or the other Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC), the domestic producing establishment is permitted to apply the mark of inspection. They must receive confirmation ensuring that the product goes to an official establishment to receive a lethality treatment (i.e. cooking). 

Eligible foreign establishments producing, certifying and labeling products for intended use that are destined for further processing at an approved USDA establishment should be allowed to follow the same procedure.  Products certified as intended use and bearing instructional labels (i.e. Beef for processing/cooking) should be eligible for importation into the U.S. (similar to imported unpasteurized eggs which have not been tested for a pathogen, but permitted entry into the United States by a controlled movement to a final FSIS pasteurization establishment).

2) How is the product identified with a label “for processing/cooking” shipped domestically? 

There is no requirement that the domestic producing establishment must obtain confirmation or proof of cooking from the receiving establishment at any time; including prior to completing pre-shipment review in this particular situation.

Imported products would be tracked from the import establishment to the producing establishment. Control of the product for intended use would be regulated and verified through a secure transport and PHIS messaging. The product would be sealed at the import establishment and communication of the products’ transport sent via the PHIS. The importer of record would be responsible for the products’ transport and disposition. 

3) How would a foreign country certify such product? 

Product that has tested positive in the foreign country cannot be certified by the foreign country for export (see 9 CFR 327.2). 


ISSUES – SAMPLING DELAYS AT BORDER - TEST KITS

With the progress of test kits USDA and CFIA should adapt there use at the border. Product could be tested with results in a shorter time frame.

Positives – could be sent to lab for test confirmation or redesignate for cooking only
Negatives – Product moves forward.

Expedites border process
Import establishments could be used as test sites.
Allows for more testing with quicker results.



ISSUE – KEEPING SAMPLING SITE AT BORDER AND PORTS -MAINTAINING AN INSPECTION BORDER PRESENCE

In order to allow good performers to move freely across border and keep an inspection at the border change the inspection to require FDA and USDA sampling at the border establishment. Target sampling at import establishments for all food.  FSIS has done FDA sampling before in North Dakota; it worked.

Maintains presence for sampling if needed
Frees some shipments to move faster (Intended use products Retail versus for further processing)
Closes loop hole of FDA food sampling when needed
Keeps import establishments in place targeting all food safety – FDA and FSIS

